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Picnic baskets: The big trend of the summer!
With the good weather on its way, the irresistible urge to enjoy the sun and the outdoors is
becoming more and more pronounced. This year, picnics are the trend! In the gardens or by the
sea, picnics are the perfect way to meet up and spend a delicious moment with friends and family.
To accompany these moments of sharing, the Les Jardins de la Comtesse brand offers a wide
range of chic and practical baskets, woven from wicker in an artisanal and ecological way !

What's new in 2021, for picnics with a blue theme like a summer sky!

Blue Gingham Marly picnic basket

With its emblematic gingham fabric, the Marly blue gingham basket
recalls the vintage feel of picnics of yesteryear. It is perfect for picnics on
the grass or in the countryside! Its handle and brown leatherette straps
add a touch of elegance to this basket. Its large insulated pocket is very
practical and allows you to store all sorts of snacks while keeping them
cool. Inside this pocket there are straps to attach 4 goblets supplied with
this basket, as well as an additional strap to attach a bottle.

Blue Gingham Marly (4 persons) : £90.66

Fontainebleau picnic basket
With its blue and white striped fabric, as well as its navy blue handle,
straps and shoulder strap, the Fontainebleau basket is perfectly
reminiscent of the marine spirit! Ideal for lunches on the beach or by
the sea, this wicker basket is the trendy accessory of the summer to
spend some good time outside! Chic and practical, the "Fontainebleau"
basket contains 4 compartments to store glasses, as well as an
isothermal compartment with a zip.

Fontainebleau (4 persons) : £120.02

Blue Gingham Saint-Germain picnic basket

The Saint-Germain basket is one of the great successes of the brand!
Already available in green and red gingham, this basket is now
available in blue gingham to satisfy all tastes and desires! Perfect for
country and traditional picnics, it has 3 compartments to store all kinds
of bottles. With its dark brown colour, this basket reveals an authentic
charm!

Saint-Germain Blue Gingham : £120.02

____________________________________________________________________________

The essential baskets for luxurious picnics!
Saint-Honoré picnic basket
Thanks to its integrated wooden table, the Saint-Honoré basket
knows how to receive its guests! Also equipped with a waterproof
coated tablecloth and cotton napkins, it is a chic and practical basket
for a comfortable lunch on the grass. Its cutlery is stored in a
monogrammed pocket, for an even more upscale look. All straps are
made of real leather, giving it a luxurious and timeless look!
Available in blue and green for 4 persons.

Blue Saint-Honoré (4 persons) : £160.60

Champs-Elysées picnic basket

The Champs-Elysées has been specially designed for picnics with a
royal touch! Always made of genuine leather, the Champs-Elysées
basket is particularly luxurious. It is lined with a monogrammed
fabric, combined with high quality grained and stitched leather. With
its porcelain plates, stainless steel cutlery, glasses, salt and pepper
shakers and corkscrew, it has everything you need for a successful
picnic.
Available in blue and green for 2, 3 or 4 persons.

Blue Champs-Elysées (2 persons) : £167.50

____________________________________________________________________________

Bicycle Baskets, for rides under the sun!
Chantilly Bicycle Basket

The Blue Chantilly and Red Vichy Baskets are a must-have for long
bike rides! Their large isothermal compartments allow you to store all
kinds of snacks and drinks, keeping them fresh.

Chantilly Blue Bicycle Basket : £37.04

Useful and practical, they can be easily attached to the handlebars of
a bicycle. With their folding straps, they are easy to carry, and can
also be used as baskets for trips to the market.

Chantilly Red Gingham : £37.04

About the brand
The French brand Les Jardins de la Comtesse was launched in 2011. Wishing to highlight the art of outdoor
living, it quickly positioned itself as the specialist and partner for outdoor lunches.
The brand has become an expert in chic picnics thanks to its baskets with elegant and refined designs that
come in several sizes. Each basket is complete for maximum comfort. The wicker is hand-woven in certified
eco-responsible workplaces, which makes its baskets environmentally friendly products.
To accompany the picnic, Les Jardins de la Comtesse offers other equally refined products such as cotton
tablecloths with waterproof backing specially designed for outdoor use, which are just as suitable for a picnic
as they are for a garden table; but the brand provides with scarves, stoles and plaids for cooler meals.
For lunches on the terrace, a collection of pure melamine tableware in shimmering colours completes their
offer for the garden and outdoors : MelARTmine Collection since 2018. The range is composed of all the
service necessary to make a beautiful table (deep and flat plates, round and rectangular dishes, trays, salad
bowls and their cutlery, placemats...).
Combining esthetics and practicality, this is the niche chosen by Les Jardins de la Comtesse to make lunches
with
friends
or
family
pure
moments
of
sharing
and
conviviality
!
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